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Format sql microsoft sql server management studio

This article provides an overview of SQL code formatting using SSMS SQL format settings No one likes to read large amounts of text, even if it's just plain. When you read the SQL script, where there is a large amount of unformatted SQL code, the problem becomes even greater. SQL code can have different SQL formatting styles, which can make it easier or more difficult to
work. This can make the code difficult to decipher and understand. Clean SQL is faster to read than an inconsistently written SQL; SQL verification and troubleshooting are more efficient; joint development efforts are more effective; easier to transfer projects from one team to another. How to make the code readable is enough just to oversfly the code and get the general idea.
This SQL work makes all the difference. All SQL code can be formatted manually, which is very time consuming, but 3rd party SQL formatting tools exist and can be used to facilitate fast and efficient formatting. This article will walk you through some SQL formatting options through SSMS and use the 3rd party SQL formatting tool to format your code with an ApexSQL Refactor.
So, let's start first with SQL formatting options in format code, then ApexSQL Refactor add-in to do the same thing and so on. Sql Server has three indent options for indenting SQL code. To select the indent options you want, open the SSMS Tools menu, and then on the shortcut menu, click Options: In the Settings window, click the Word Processor tab, and on the All Languages
sub-page, select the Tabs tab: If this option is selected, in the query editor, when you press enter from the keyboard, the cursor moves to the beginning of the next line. : If this option is selected, when you press enter in the query editor, the cursor aligns the following row to the previous row: This option is used by default. Specifies the appropriate indent style. On the Tabs tab, you
can specify how many spaces make up a single indent or tab, and whether Editor uses tabs or spaces when indenting. If indentation and tab actions require tabs, select Keep Tabs: To use spaces for indentation and tab actions, click Insert Spaces: In the Tab size and indent size fields, enter the number of spaces, each tab or indent represents the following: To indent SQL code in
the query editor in the query editor, select the code you want to indent, and then press The Tab key from the keyboard , or on the SQL Editor toolbar, press indent: To un indent the code, press Shift+Tab, or use the Indent button on the SQL Editor toolbar: The Advanced submenu on the Edit menu has the same indentation and undent code settings. To convert spaces in SQL
code to tabs, and vice versa in a query editor, select the spaces you want to convert in pages, go to the Edit menu, and then choose Tabify from the Advanced submenu. Opportunity. Rows command to convert the space bar to a tab, and tabify selected lines to convert tabs to spaces: To see if the spaces in the code are converted to tabs, and vice versa, go to the Main Edit menu
tab, and in the Advanced submenu group, go to the Main menu, click View Whit Space: For example, if tabify Selected Lines in the code is used to convert tabs to spaces, the following code: it will look like this: And when the Decipher Selected Lines command is used to convert tabs to spaces, SQL code will look like this: When data migration from old systems to new/improved
systems uses different formats, such as text files, csv, excel, or other formats, to insert data into the SQL Server server, you can also add additional spaces as in the following example: Fortunately, these spaces can be easily removed by using the Delete Horizontal White Area option. In SQL Editor, select the code, and choose Delete Horizontal Space from the Advanced
submenu on the Editor menu: Delete Horizontal Blank Removes all spaces in the selected SQL code: Another way to get rid of unnecessary blank spaces is to left-click Alt key and left mouse button, select block of spaces: Alternately, you can add text several times at a time after you press the Delete Space button. To clarify, to add a table alias columns in this case the alias:
Press the Alt button on the keyboard and left-click with the mouse, click and drag the desired block in front of columns, as you may find a very bright vertical blue line appears, after that just type the latter in the period (.) and will be placed in front of all columns: Convert SQL code to upper or lowercase Convert code, to capitalize the query editor, select a code that wants to be
converted, and underneath it, under the Advanced submenu, choose Make Uppercase command, or use Ctrl + Shift + u: The selected code will be formatted like this : To get the hidden code to be lowercase, select the code you want and use the Make LowerCase command or Ctrl + Shift + L shortcut : Wrapping SQL code When T-SQL scripts were created for lengthy T-SQL
lines, they review the code of such T-SQL scripts either using the horizontal scroll bar or create line breaks at different points to make the line readable and get rid of the horizontal scrollbar. Scrolling or having to break the lines of code reviewing of the code can be time consuming. SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) has a word-breaking option. On the Tools menu, click
Options: In the Options window, expand the Word Processor tab, and on the General tab of All Languages, you'll see the Wrap command: By default, this is the is not checked. If the Wrap Word check box is selected, visual marks for word wrap is available: Show word wrap visual signals on all lines where word wrap expands. The following example shows a SQL code Display
word-to-word and visual signals for word-to-word options, and select these options. Code without wrap in Word, and display visual signals for word wrap options selected: Code with Word wrap and visual symbols for word wrap options selected: As you can see, the horizontal scroll bar disappears, and the locations where the word wrap estuary was applied are marked. 3. Party
SQL Formatter Tool This part of this article explains the base of what can be archived apexSQL Refactor free SQL formatter tool. First of all, how can you notice when installing ApexSQL Refactor, it can be used immediately to format sql code using the four options for sql formatting profiles: ApexSQL - contains what ApexSQL defines to be a good SQL formatter standard
Compact - all options for spacing unchecked, indentions settings at 0 (zero) space, removed blank rows from the query, where SQL code looks dense - extended spaces, blank rows before/after each statement. On the base, this profile is contrary to the Compact profile MSDN SQL BOL - emulates the style used by the MSDN resource site If they do not meet your needs a new
SQL formatting profile can be created simply by clicking the New button in the Settings window and fill in the information with the name of a new SQL formatter profile and press OK: On the Formatting tab indentation and word fragmentation text can be set, and avoid the horizontal scroll bar in the query editor by dragging the Wrap rows into the longer check box and setting the
line's profile: On the Capitalization tab, you can set a different uppercase rule for SQL keywords, Data Types , IDs, System Functions, Variables separately: Better yet, any changes that occur when you select settings are immediately visible in the preview section of the Settings window : Another step forward in using apexSQL Refactor is its ability to share and make available to
others individually created profiles by clicking Export: Colleagues can import a shared SQL formatting profile and apply them to their SQL objects (stored procedures, functions, views) or SQL scripts at the same time. For information about the features and capabilities of the ApexSQL Refactor SQL formatter, see the Top things you need page on the SQL Forms tool page. Late
response, but hopefully worthwhile: The poor man's T-SQL Formatter is an open source (free) T-SQL formatter with full T-SQL batch/script support (all DDL, all DML), SSMS Plugin, command line bulk formatter, and other options. It is available for immediate/online use and only graduated today with version 1.0 (it was a beta version for a few months) having only gained support
for MERGE statements, OUTPUT clauses, and other delicate things. The SSMS add-on allows you to create your own (the default is Ctrl-K, Ctrl-F to match Visual Studio), and formats the entire script or just the selected/highlighted, if any. You can customize the output formatting. In SSMS 2008 it combines nicely with the built-in sense, effectively providing more-or-less the same
basic functionality as Red Gate's SQL Prompt (SQL Quick does, of course, have extra stuff, like fragments, quick object script, etc.). Feedback/feature requests are more than welcome, please make it a whirl if you get the chance! Disclosure: This is probably already obvious, but I've written this directory/tool/site, so this response is shameless self-:) :)
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